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NEW INITIATIVES IN POLLUTION RISK MANAGEMENT 

E  R Technical Services recently announced its 
continued development into new business areas, 

investing in new technology and materials to assist 
its customers with significant new innovation.   

Many of the company’s customers carry out work 
in the commercial sector of the drainage market and 
are able to call on E R Technical Services’ vast 
experience to assist with the planning development 
and execution of bespoke solutions to what are often 
very challenging projects.  

With a proven track record in the evolution of 
innovative initiatives, E R Technical Services has 
over recent months looked at a number of new 
projects that were initiated as a result of the 
occurrence of pollution incidents or in the light of an 
identified pollution risk. 

 
LATEST DEVELOPMENTS 
By bringing together the company’s existing 
resources and investing in new technology and ideas, 
E R Technical Services now has on offer a range of 
new products and services that are ideally suited to 
identification of pollution risk, measuring and 
monitoring, as well as for the provision of a variety 
of solutions to any problems identified.  

Both in the UK and on the wider international 
scale, commercial sites are usually required to 
provide and maintain procedures to assess and 
reduce the risk of pollution. E R Technical Services 
is developing solutions for each of the major issues 
these risk assessments commonly address.  

What are those common risk factors? They include: 
Containment: In most circumstances containment is the prevention of leakage of chemicals or 

pollutants in the event of an accident or major spill. By offering containment solutions E R 
Technical Services can be proactive in this area. The company’s range of solutions include: Storage 
solutions, spill management materials and retro fit flap valves, together with a means of isolating 
drainage remotely without requiring access to confined spaces.  

Infrastructure: By providing a full survey package that identifies leakage in addition to structural 
condition assessment the client can have confidence in the condition of its existing infrastructure 
with particular emphasis on pollution risk, using scientific measurement solutions rather than visual 
inspection only. It also gives the client documented evidence when the existing infrastructure is 
without risk. 

Measurement and control: Having identified the condition of a pipe network, the other primary 
areas where pollution and leakage can have significant impact is in chambers, oil separators and 
interceptors. If a company invests in oil separators it needs to be tested to ensure that the 
quarantined product cannot escape. European regulations exist that apply to this. E R Technical 
Services has invested in equipment that accurately measures any leakage in chambers and oil 
separators. This again will also provide documentary evidence and certification that meet necessary 
statutory requirements.  

Emergency response: By maintaining a stock of specialist products and resources E R Technical 
Services is able to respond quickly to many incidents and the company is currently developing new 

ideas in this area. 
Provision of non-disruptive 

infrastructure renovation: Having 
invested heavily over the last year in 
suitable equipment to survey, monitor 
and identify risk areas, E R Technical 
has also added various solutions to its 
portfolio to specifically address repair 
requirements. These solutions range the 
company’s standard stock materials as 
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well as various other bespoke 
solutions that are available through a 
number of partnerships with suppliers 
to provide specific and targeted 
solutions. 

“The range of services and solutions 
now available from E R Technical 
Services is,” according to Graham 
Evans, Managing Director, “growing 
almost by the day. Our ability to offer 
assistance, support and services for the 
investigation, monitoring and 
assessment of pipelines as well as the 
planning and development of pipeline 
and storage network infrastructure repair solutions comes not just 
from these new ideas but also from the basis that our team has many 
decades of experience in the buried services and utility field. It is this 
level of experience that often enables us to create the bespoke 
solutions that, often unusual, circumstances require.” Websites: 
www.CIPP-Global.com or www.drainage-support.com 

 
 

FUSION APPOINTMENTS REGIONAL DIRECTOR – ASEAN 

F usion is pleased to announce the appointment of Seow Kok Hooi 
as Fusion’s Regional Director for the ASEAN region. ASEAN – 

Association of South East Asian Nations includes Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Singapore, Myanmar (formerly Burma), Laos, Vietnam, 
Thailand, The Philippines, Cambodia and Brunei. 

Seow or ‘SK’ is a Chinese Malaysian and has extensive working 
experience throughout the ASEAN region, including the acquisition 
and management of business operations in Vietnam. Prior to joining 
Fusion, SK was the General Manager for Monier Roofing GmbH in 
Malaysia. His career has primarily focused on new market 
development, business turnaround initiatives, and sales and 
marketing across the construction sector. 

Seow’s primary location will be the Fusion Malaysia office, but he 
will be travelling widely to support Fusion’s existing business 
activities in Indonesia, Myanmar and Singapore. Over time, as firm 
foundations are built in these markets, Seow will look to extend 
Fusion’s presence into further ASEAN territories. 

Seow has received indepth training on all aspects of the Group’s activities from the team in 
Chesterfield. He impressed all those who worked with him with his hard work, insight and good 
humour. The company wishes Seow a long, happy and successful career with Fusion. Website: 
www.fusiongroup.com 

 
 

RELINE EUROPE AND ER SYSTEMS see the Light 

E R Systems is proud to announce its partnering with RELINE EUROPE®. 
The company is looking forward to an exciting time supplying the 

materials for the rehabilitation of pipes from one of the world leaders in the 
supply of UV Liners and installation equipment. As an added bonus ER 
Systems will be holding a stock of the most popular sizes. As a system 
supplier for innovative trenchless pipe rehabilitation solutions, RELINE 
EUROPE supports companies throughout the world to successfully 
implement modern trenchless pipe rehabilitation technologies efficiently and 
profitably. Firmino Barbosa and Marc Jones will be able to assist customers 
with any enquiries.  

In terms of Liner and Technologies, Alphaliner provides a product for 
durable renovation with light-curing. ER Systems offers a latest-generation 
hose liner which is characterised by high quality and extremely fast curing 
times. In terms of equipment, everything a 
customer may need is available  from one 
source. The company offers a full range of 
products including: UV curing systems 
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and all equipment necessary for preparation and completion of the 
project on-site. 

Services for projects include technical support, training and 
support, as well as consulting services for developing an 
organisation to carry out rehabilitation projects. 

ALPHALINER UV Mobile offers the greatest possible 
flexibility for rehabilitation projects. The curing system is 
equipped with a touch control panel integrated in the cable reel. 
UV curing can thus also be performed at locations that are not 
easily accessible by vehicle or in workshops that are not open to 
traffic. 

Features include: 
 Touch-panel controller integrated in mobile cable 

reel 
 Newly developed control software 
 Length of the curing cable: 150 m or 250 m 
 Maximum curing power: 6 x 2000 W, 9 x 1000 W, 9 

x 600 W or 9 x 400 W 
 Nominal width range for the light sources DN 150 – 

1300 
 Sealing packers, pulleys and accessories 
 Full curing performance thanks to automatic intensity monitoring and control 
 Logging of the entire curing process 

The REE400 mobile UV curing system is particularly good for companies looking to rehabilitate 
using light-cured pipe liners or which only carry out rehabilitation projects occasionally. The system 
is designed for curing liners with dimensions DN150 to DN500 and offers a cable length of 150 m 
and a curing performance of 9 x 400 W. Website: www.drainagematerials.co.uk 

 
 

HAMMERHEAD TRENCHLESS EQUIPMENT CELEBRATES 25 YEARS 

C hallenged to name a market-leading tool that got its start 
as a prototype built in the family garage, most people 

might list the personal computer. Ask a utility installer or 
pipe rehabilitation contractor the same question, and the 
answer might be in the back of the company truck. The 
HammerHead Mole, a pneumatic piercing tool that can install 
a new pipe with ‘smaller holes, fewer trenches’ was designed 
in 1989 by an earth-piercing tool owner and two design 
engineers with an entrepreneurial passion for making tools 
easier to use, simpler to service and more reliably productive.  

Now a market-leading manufacturer of underground pipe installation and rehabilitation solutions, 
HammerHead celebrated its 25th anniversary May 9, 2014.  

HammerHead CEO Brian Metcalf said: “Expansion and diversification have been features of 
HammerHead since its founders Jon Haas, Rob Crane and Steve Wentworth built that first Mole in 
Haas’ garage. Because of that, HammerHead has experienced double-digit growth year after year, 
introducing entire new lines of trenchless-related technologies that give customers a complete array 
of solutions.” 

Metcalf said that, 25 years later, with Ditch Witch as its official North American distributor, 
HammerHead now offers a full suite of solutions. “Customers can come to us with any project and 
we will help them either burst it, line it or shoot a new run with our mole. Or we can line them up 
with a local Ditch Witch dealer for vacuum excavation, directional drilling or open trenching.”  

PIERCING TOOLS - HammerHead’s 24 models of easy-to-service pneumatic-powered piercing 
tools range from 2 to 8 in (50 mm to 200 mm). They include the Catamount reciprocating head and 
the first front locatable piercing took, the MOLETRAC. Piercing tools allow contractors to install 
underground gas, water, cable, irrigation, fibre or electrical lines underground, with minimal 
disturbance to tree root systems, landscaping, buildings, streets and existing utilities or pipes and 
minimizes post-installation restoration.  

PIPE RAMMING - Pipe ramming is the most efficient alternative for placing steel casing of 4 to 
180 in (100 mm to 4,570 mm) diameter under roads, railroads, finished landscapes and structures. It 
is the method of choice in cobble or free-flowing soil conditions. The HammerHead range of pipe 
ramming equipment includes a 34 in (860 mm) diameter hammer, currently the largest pipe 
ramming hammer on the market. 

PIPE BURSTING - HammerHead static, pneumatic and lateral bursting systems are available to 
replace sewer, water and gas lines ranging from ½ in (13 mm) through 36 in (915 mm) diameter. 
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Upsizing pipe capacity is done easily, using larger diameter replacement 
pipe than the pipe in place. The HammerHead product line includes the 
Hydroburst Static pipe bursting systems and PortaBurst lateral replacement 
system. 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING - HammerHead has 
developed several solutions for the horizontal driller. The TriHawk drill 
heads are boltless head designs and feature a patented spline bit retention 
system with transmitter housing roll-pin lid, with no bolts to come loose 
while boring. Multiple interchangeable bits provide solutions for almost all 
jobs from dirt to medium-hard rock and hard compacted cobble.  

HammerHead offers a wide range of quick connect systems including the 
patented HAWKEYE and SPLINELOK. The Splinelok tooling connector 
was designed for maximum strength yet simple installation and removal of 
HDD accessories such as drill heads and backreamers. 

Pneumatic hammers like the HammerHead 5¼ in (130 mm)diameter 
ROUGHNECK 400 and 6¼ in (160 mm) diameter ROUGHNECK 500 are now steerable, 
increasing any horizontal directional drill’s production capacity with penetration rates of up to 150 ft 
(45 m) per hour in medium to hard rock conditions.  

CURED-IN-PLACE-PIPE SYSTEMS - The most recent introductions to HammerHead’s 
trenchless solutions have been the HammerHead HydraLiner cured-in-place-pipe (CIPP) lateral pipe 
lining systems. Special resins and liner materials create a brand new pipe inside of and integral with 
the existing pipe. CIPP technique can complete several runs in a single day. In comparison, open 
trench technique often requires several days for a single run.  

HydraLiner CIPP systems repair cracked or broken pipes, eliminate root intrusion, bridge missing 
pipe sections, stop infiltration and exfiltration, and even rehabilitate lines with 22o, 45o, and 
sweeping 90o bends. It can be used with virtually any pipe material, including clay, cast, PVC, ABS 
and concrete.  

Metcalf said the tooling was not what he was most proud of. It is the HammerHead team. “When 
we transitioned successfully from private equity ownership to being part of a privately held, 
longstanding industry leading company like Charles Machine Works, our employees embraced the 
change and have thrived in that environment. Our employees create a culture of customer 
satisfaction, a dedication that fuelled the company’s growth, doubling it in a short period of time.”   

Employee passion, Metcalf said, has always been a HammerHead hallmark, making it a unique 
company in the industry. “A passionate team who not only truly believe in our customer, but in each 
other and in HammerHead as an organization – our employees build upon the legacy of our 
company’s founders. The past 25 years of leadership, especially from our long-term employees, 
bleeds red and black.” Website: www.hammerheadtrenchless.com 
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VMT CELEBRATES 20 YEARS OF INNOVATION AND  
EXPERTISE IN TUNNEL AND PRECISION SURVEY  

V MT GmbH located in 
Bruchsal (southern 

Germany) celebrated their 20th 
anniversary on June 7th, 2014. 
Together with friends and 
partners from all over the world, 
Manfred Messing, co-founder 
and General Manager, looked 
back on an extraordinary history 
of success. Started as a two-man 
company, VMT has established 
itself as a technological leader in 
navigation and data processing 
systems for tunnelling as well as 
a recognised expert in industrial 
survey.  

A tunnel boring machine has 
been eating 11 km through 
alpine rocks for more than three 
years. At a diameter of 9.43 m 
and having a weight of more than 200 t, it hits the target accurately to the centimetre. An Airbus 
A320 aeroplane has a wing-span of 34.1 m and a take-off weight of up to 93.5 t. During 
manufacturing and assembling the aeroplane, tenths of millimetres are of importance to ensure 
profitability in the factory and passenger safety in the air. Between these poles, VMT GmbH 
Gesellschaft für Vermessungstechnik located in Bruchsal, Southern Germany, has been operating 
since the company was founded by Manfred Messing and Dr.-Ing. E.h. Martin Herrenknecht in 
1994. On Saturday, 7 June, 2014, the 20th company anniversary was celebrated at the headquarters, 
together with employees, project and cooperation partners as well as friends from all over the world.   

Navigation systems for tunnel boring machines are the most prominent line of business of VMT 
GmbH. VMT designs and provides laser and gyro controlled systems for building large tunnels as 
well as smaller diameter tunnels (microtunnelling) that guide the way for tunnellers all over the 
world. This is the basis for the close partnership with the Herrenknecht parent company, a world 
leader in mechanised tunnelling technology. In the founding year, VMT supplied navigation 
systems for a 2.62 m diameter water tunnel project in Zurich/Switzerland and for advancing the 5.14 
m diameter Jubilee Line underground railway in London, UK, for which Herrenknecht tunnel boring 
machines were used.  

Since that time, the company has continually grown in terms of the number of employees and 
sales figures and new divisions have been established. The rented flat in Ubstadt-Weiher, a 
community located north of Bruchsal, which was the origin of everything, could not keep up with 
the growth. In 2000, Manfred Messing and his team moved to the current site in Bruchsal. The 
threshold of 20 employees who earned a turnover of €2.7 million was exceeded in 2001. Similarly, 
subsidiaries were founded in Shanghai (2006), Melbourne (2008), Moscow (2009), and Seattle 
(2011) due to growth and internationalisation of the business. For 2013, the VMT Group records 
show more than 200 employees worldwide, of which 119 are working in Bruchsal, and a €29 
million turnover. 

   
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO  
Developing hardware and software for precisely navigating a vigorously vibrating 200 t tunnel 
boring colossus through the rocks is considered the highest level of engineering. Pinpoint control of 
a smaller diameter machine in microtunnelling requires the same precision when this machine must 
pass several sharp bends on its way to the target shaft.  

The system that was named ‘SLS-RV’ by VMT in a matter-of-fact manner and had its premiere in 
double-bend tunnelling in Heidelberg, Germany in 1996.  

To continuously develop the navigation systems and to expand the product range for tunnelling, 
Manfred Messing brought in highly specialised partners such as, e.g., Qbit GmbH with Michael 
Bläsi and ITC Engineering GmbH & Co KG. Today, VMT GmbH has a product portfolio for 
tunnelling that by far extends beyond navigation and incorporates navigation into a comprehensive 
system for more quality assurance, advancing efficiency, budget compliance, and safety at work. In 
this respect, the future of the VMT GmbH is represented, for example by the tunnel project for the 
underground railway line B in Mecca, Saudi Arabia. The Bruchsal crew supplies a complete set of 
its equipment for navigating the tunnel boring machines as well as for information management, 
process monitoring, and communications at the large construction site.  
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For the most recent business segment 
of VMT GmbH, which is mining, the 
engineers have had to rethink by 90° 
from horizontal to vertical.  

In Canada, a project-specific 
adaptation of the TUnIS navigation 
system is running at the moment. It is 
being used to navigate two 
Herrenknecht shaft boring machines 
which vertically drive shafts of 
diameters of up to 10.6 m down to 
depths of up to 1,000 m. Prototypes of 
other products are currently being 
designed and tested for applications in 
the area of valuable raw materials 
production.  

The industrial survey division of VMT 
is only slightly younger than tunnelling 
is industrial survey.  

The starting signal was given when the precision survey of a shield for a tunnel boring machine 
was performed and during a follow-up project during which tunnelling moulds were checked for 
dimensional accuracy. Furthermore, proprietary innovations as well as co-operation with specialists 
such as New River Kinematics (USA) enabled VMT to establish itself on the market for measuring 
services and highly sophisticated survey equipment. Major references are the survey of the Airbus 
final assembly in Tianjin, China or of rotors for wind turbines.  

In terms of global and regional activities, Manfred Messing and many employees have their bags 
packed alongside their desks in Bruchsal, ready for the next business trip that often occur and 
usually at short notice. Therefore, projects located in the ‘neighbourhood’ are always quite popular 
such as a microtunnelling project for a heating line and the ‘Kombilösung’ large-scale project in 
Karlsruhe, Germany which includes a city tunnel for the metropolitan railway. Website: www.vmt-
gmbh.de 

 
 

NOT ONE BUT TWO CHAINS OF OFFICE AT STEVE VICK HQ  
OPENING CEREMONY 

C hris Murray, President of the 
Institution of Gas Engineers 

and Managers, officially opened 
Steve Vick International’s (SVI) 
new headquarters in Bradford-on-
Avon, Wiltshire.  

Around 30 guests joined Steve 
Vick, the Directors, staff and the 
Mayor of Bradford-on-Avon, John 
Potter as Chris Murray cut the 
ribbon marking the company’s 
move to purpose-designed 
premises in the historic Wiltshire 
town. 

Guests included representatives 
from many of the Gas Distribution 
Networks as well as senior staff 
members from water and 
electricity utilities. Also enjoying 
the occasion were long-standing 
customers and agents of Steve 
Vick International from the UK, 
Ireland, Denmark and The 
Netherlands.  

In his address, Chris said: “I am delighted to have been invited to perform the official opening of 
the new Steve Vick International premises and consider it a real privilege to have been invited to do 
so.” 

“Change is always difficult”, he continued, “and, having been there for so long, I am sure that 
there are many things that will be missed about the Bath location, at least for a little while but what 
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Chris Murray, President of the Institute of Gas Engineers 
and Managers, cuts the ribbon officially opening Steve 
Vick International’s new headquarters in Bradford on 
Avon, Wiltshire, UK. On the left is John Potter, Mayor of 
Bradford on Avon and on the right, Steve Vick,  
founder and Chairman of the company. 
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a fantastic reason to have to change! While many other businesses have struggled to survive through 
the recession, SVI has continued to grow, not just in its core business of gas but in so many others 
industries ranging from water right through to nuclear decommissioning. This growth is something 
that everyone in the company should rightly be very proud of and I am sure the new premises will 
be pivotal in enabling further growth. From an IGEM perspective, I am extremely grateful for the 
support that SVI provides to the Institution and I have been delighted by the number of events where 
SVI has had a presence.” 

The ribbon cutting ceremony was followed by a brief presentation by Company Chairman, Steve 
Vick, who said: “After 33 years, starting as a husband and wife team, the company continues to 
retain its family feel but now in a new home of which we are all very proud”. 

“From the outset” continued Steve, “we have always listened to our customers’ problems at 
ground roots level and worked with them to find solutions. This enduring strength coupled with our 
new facilities here in Bradford-on-Avon will enable us to adapt and grow in the decades to come.” 

Joint Managing and Financial Director, Tony Day then entertained the visitors with a film of how 
the new premises had been transformed from a rather run-down industrial unit into a state-of-the-art 
facility. Crock Harrison, Joint Managing Director and Operations Director Sean Noonan showed 
guests around the site including the production area, engineering, pipe coil trailer and pipe handling 
departments, product development and the sewing room. 

After refreshments, the group of around 40 people headed on foot to the towpath of the Kennet 
and Avon Canal where they boarded the John Rennie canal boat for what was described as a most 
enjoyable cruise to Bath with dinner on board. Website: www.stevevick.com 

 
 

TT-SINGAPORE/TT-UK’S AT TRENCHLESS ASIA 

T T-UK and TT-Singapore were 
in attendance as exhibitors in 

the German Pavilion at 
International Water Week held at 
the Marina Bay Sands Expo & 
Convention Centre in Singapore at 
the beginning of June. The main 
focus at this global platform was 
on Trenchless Technology with 
the aim to share innovative water 
solutions with this sector; 
highlighting the latest 
technologies in No Dig pipe and 
cable solutions.   

 With Utility, Construction and 
Contracting sectors in this part of 
the world coming under constant 
pressure to take up the challenge 
for ‘No Dig’ methods, the rise in 
Trenchless Technology methods 
is set to continue. As the world continues to focus on adopting No Dig techniques, the real benefits 
are starting to become clear.  

Trenchless Technology lessens the burden of everyday disruption to traffic and social and public 
disruption, keeping utility installation costs down as well as enhancing environmental/greener 
practice. 

TT-UK supported its local Singapore sales partner Trenchless Technology (FE) PTE Ltd whicho 
was in attendance for the full 3 days. There was much interest and many positive enquiries were 
received from the local Utility and Construction community with wider range of enquiries coming 
from across South East Asia including Brunei, Malaysia, Indonesia, Hong Kong, China, India and 
even as far away as New Zealand.  

The ‘new’ GRUNDOMAT N – TT-UK’s latest moling soil displacement hammer was showcased 
at the exhibition, ably accompanied by the main stays of TT’s Trenchless Technology products 
including GRUNDOBURST, for on-line pipe renovation, GRUNDORAM, for steel pipe ramming 
installations up to 4 m in diameter, GRUNDOPIT and GRUNDODRILL, for horizontal directional 
drilling and GRUNDOWINCH, a range of pipe and cable pulling twin capstan winches.  

Roger Atherton, Export and Business Development Manager for TT-UK said: “We are very 
pleased with attendance this year and following some very promising enquiries at the exhibition, the 
Tracto Technik group of companies is set to further continue its presence in South East Asia and we 
look forward to the future and some exciting product sales in the months ahead”. Websites:  
www.tt-uk.com or www.trenchlesstechnology.com.sg 
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YOUNG WATER WORKER 
SCOOPS TOP AWARD 

A  young, Bristol-based, Wessex 
Water engineer who repairs 

sewers in innovative ways to reduce 
cost and inconvenience to local 
people has scooped a prestigious 
award. 

Liam MacFarlane, aged 24, from 
Whitchurch, won ‘Young Engineer of 
the Year’ at this year’s UK Society 
for Trenchless Technology awards for 
his knowledge and approach to 
modern methods of maintaining and 
repairing sewers without digging up 
roads. 

As part of the award, Liam received 
a bursary to travel to other countries 
to promote No Dig’ technology which removes the need for most major excavations. 

Liam, who has worked at the company for almost six years, said: “We are always looking at 
alternative ways to carry out repairs without disruption to customers and I am very honoured to be 
able to share the techniques we use with companies outside the UK.” 

Based in the Wessex Water sewer renovation team in Kingston Seymour, near Clevedon, 
Somerset, UK, Liam recently completed a two year scholarship with the company. 

He applied for the scholarship because it gave him an opportunity to continue his education while 
also developing skills from working full time in a successful construction company. 

Liam added: “After a busy two years, winning this award has been the icing on the cake!” 
Wessex Water maintains and operates around 22,000 miles of sewers in the south west of 

England. Using innovative techniques it is able to repair some pipes in a matter of days as opposed 
to many months when using traditional methods. Website: www.wessexwater.co.uk 
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Liam MacFarlane pictured with Chris Packham at the 
recent UKSTT Awards ceremony. 
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AKKERMAN PROJECTS ACROSS THE AMERICAS 

T ri-Core Projects Manitoba Ltd. took 
delivery of its new Akkerman GBM 

4815A system for a project that will 
begin soon. The M.W.S.B. 1124 R.M. of 
West St. Paul Trunk Sewer project, 
owned by the Manitoba Water Service 
Board (M.W.S.B.), will extend City of 
Winnipeg sewage services to the Rural Municipality of West St. Paul.  

Tri-Core will embark on contract 1, which represents the installation 
of 12,467 ft (3,800 m) of pipelines, the majority, 9,468 ft (2,886 m) of 
30 and 36 in (750 and 900 mm) ID RCP in 6 ft segments, is to be 
installed with the GBM system. The gravity sewer lines will be installed 
in 18 individual drives, at depths of between 26 to 41 ft (8 to 12 m). This 
is the second pilot tube guided boring project for the City of Winnipeg 
and the largest to date. A completion date of November 2014 is 
anticipated.  

Furthermore last week, Trival Colombia launched an Akkerman TBM 
480 with a 5000 Series system for a project owned by Acueducto in 
Bogota, Columbia. Lamont Andrews, field technician, assisted the crew 
with setting-up the equipment for the first run which comprises 790 ft 
(241 m) of 47 in (1,194 mm) ID RCP. Two more runs will take place in the coming months. 
Andrews reported that he was impressed with the contractor’s attention to safety standards and 
cleanliness on the project site. Website: www.akkerman.com 

 
 

US BREAKTHROUGHS FOR ROBBINS 

I n the first of two recent breakthroughs in the USA, a Robbins 
Double Shield TBM achieved a timely finish at the Black River 

Wastewater Tunnel in Lorain, Ohio, where it broke through on April 
29, 2014. The 1.7 km (1.0 mi) EPA-mandated tunnel will prevent 
heavy rains from triggering sewage overflows into the Black River, 
which empties into Lake Erie. The 7.0 m (23 ft) hard rock machine 
reached excellent advance rates in the area’s soft shale, averaging 21 
m (70 ft) per day.  

Onsite First Time Assembly (OFTA) also shaved valuable time off 
of the project timeline; the TBM was launched on November 18, 
2013, just three months after assembly began. The machine and 
continuous conveyor system were assembled at the jobsite with the 
help of Robbins Field Service Technicians, rather than in a shop. 
OFTA has been used on many Robbins projects worldwide, but this 
marks the first use of the method in the USA.   

Cleveland shale made for speedy excavation and due to the geology, 
a unique tunnel lining method was used. Instead of traditional 
concrete segments, ring beams, wire mesh, and lagging were installed 
at 450 mm (18 in) intervals. Up to 25% of the soft shale geology 
consisted of layered and laminated rock that broke from the tunnel 
crown before ring beams could be expanded, requiring extra chipping and rock relief.  Once workers 
fine-tuned the technique, they were able to do 12 to 14 rings per day, even in the sections of bad 
ground. In more stable sections production averaged 18 to 20 rings per day. Now that tunnelling is 
complete, a final monolithic pour will solidify the lining. 

On 11 June, 2014, a specialised Robbins EPB machine broke through marking the completion of 
twin tunnels at San Francisco’s Central Subway in California, USA. The first of the two machines 
holed through on 2 June, with both Robbins machines achieving swift advance rates of up to 40 m 
(131 ft) in 24 hours and 513 m (1,683 ft) in one month. The Central Subway is the second phase of 
the San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency’s (SFMTA) Third Street Light Rail Transit 
Project. 

Two 2.5 km (1.5 mi) long tunnels were excavated through ground ranging from soft soils to thinly 
bedded siltstone, shale and sandstone bedrock, as well as concrete diaphragm walls. The TBMs, 
operated by the Barnard/Impregilo/Healy (BIH) JV, were designed with a number of features to 
efficiently navigate the varied geology, steep grades and turns along the alignment, and to bore in 
what was rated as “Potentially Gassy with Special Conditions” by Cal/OSHA. A mixed face 
cutterhead was selected and designed to excavate the anticipated wide variety of ground, while 
active articulation was integrated between the TBM shields to lessen the risks of segment damage, 
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ring deformation, and settlement during boring 
through curves. Robbins continuous conveyors 
offered efficient muck removal throughout 
tunneling. 

Low cover, nearby utilities, and sensitive 
structures required analyses and design precautions 
in order to limit settlement impact. This was 
especially true of a crossing directly below live rail 
tunnels for the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). 
Compensation grout pipes were put into place as a 
contingency, but were not needed as the machines 
passed just 3.4 m (11 ft) below the rail lines with 
minimal settlement. The contractor kept a close 
watch on face pressure, using a mix of foam for 
conditioning with some anti-clay polymer. “BIH 
JV did a superb job driving the two Robbins EPB 
machines through the tight 137 m (450 ft) radius curves and varying ground while keeping a close 
eye on face pressures, annulus grouting and steering producing settlements well below our 
estimates. In my book, the EPB technology applied here has set a new standard for what can be done 
in urban soft ground tunnelling,” said Matthew Fowler, Project Manager for the Parsons 
Brinckerhoff/Telamon JV design team, who were in charge of utility relocation and tunnel design. 

Project owner SFMTA also praised the extensive supervision and expert EPB excavation that took 
place: “Careful monitoring of key TBM parameters ensured that we did not impact critical structures 
above us through the heart of downtown San Francisco,” said Sarah Wilson, Jacobs Associates, 
Resident Engineer for the SFMTA. 

Now that excavation is complete, work on two open cut station sites and one mined site is 
underway.  When Phase 2 of the Third Street Light Rail Project is complete, the 2.7 km (1.7 mi) 
Central Subway line, excavated at depths ranging from 15 m (50 ft) to 45 m (148 ft) below the city, 
will extend light rail service through the South of Market and Union Square Districts to Chinatown, 
as well as provide direct connections to BART and Caltrain, two of the Bay Area’s largest regional 
commuter rail services. Scheduled to open to the public in 2018, the rail route is predicted to serve 
about 65,000 passengers daily by 2030. Website: www.robbinstbm.com 
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The last of two breakthroughs for the  
Robbins EPBs occurred on June 11, 2014 
in San Francisco.  
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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PILOT PROJECT WITH PULL-IN CIPP FOR  
DRINKING WATER PIPES IN BULGARIA 

T he challenges often involved in drinking 
water rehabilitation projects are the 

available time window, residual flow  
capacity after the rehabilitation, diameter and 
length to be renewed. Other factors are the 
capacity to negotiate bends and local  
construction site conditions. In Shumen,  
Bulgaria the Water Supply and Sewerage 
Company trusts CIPP technology and  
instigated the rehabilitation of four sections 
in its water pipe network. One section was a 
pilot project comprising the rehabilitation of 
a 328 m long, 920 mm diameter section of a 
large drinking water pipe with the  
NORDIPIPE™ CIPP liner system which was 
being used in its pull-in version for the first 
time.  

Shumen is a city in north eastern Bulgaria 
with its drinking water supply managed by 
the Shumen Water Supply and Sewerage Company. The region is supplied by 94 individual and 
independent water supply systems, covering 8 towns and 143 villages. There are 1,450 km of local 
distribution pipelines with 56,159 service connections. Water is supplied by pumping through 890 
km of pipeline to 72,209 households. Most of the pipelines are asbestos-cement and were construct-
ed between 1950 and 1970. Others, made of steel, need to be rehabilitated because of leakage and to 
guarantee high quality, 24-hour availability drinking water supply for the coming decades. 

In autumn 2013 the Shumen Water Supply and Sewerage Company commissioned Stroitelna  
Mehanizatsia, a construction partner of SEKISUI SPR in Europe, with the rehabilitation of a  
deteriorated steel pipe with a length of around 3,000 m and diameters varying between 544 and 920 
mm. The project comprised four sections, three of them where rehabilitated using trenchless  
NORDIPIPE™ CIPP technology from SEKISUI SPR. For the rehabilitation of a 328 m long  
drinking water pipe section with diameter of 920 mm, the NORDIPIPE™ CIPP liner system pull-in 
version was deemed to be the ideal technological solution.  

Open cut construction would not have been possible due to the challenging construction site  
conditions. The 920 mm diameter steel pipe lies in unstable ground with soft, loamy soil which 
meant limited accessibility, particularly during persistent rainfall. Therefore only a fast trenchless 
technology solution was considered with excavation pits as start and end points and less equipment 
requirement. Further difficulties that the technology had to compete with were the high groundwater 
level, a strong gradient of between 6 and 8%, a 15° bend and an operating pressure of 16 bar.  

 
PULL-IN LINER ADVANTAGES 
NORDIPIPE™ consists of a main hose and a calibration hose for which the material combination has 
been approved for use in conjunction with NORDIPOX D resin for potable water under various  

approval schemes in several countries. The main hose is a  
fiberglass-reinforced needle-felt liner with a number of glass 
layers, selected according to internal pressure and diameter 
requirements. Its durable PE outer coating protects the liner 
from external influences during installation and  
operation. 

The calibration hose, a needle-felt liner with PE coating, 
raises the main hose into position within the old pipe and  
provides a smooth surface with increased hydraulic  
performance compared to the old host pipe.  

Both hoses are impregnated with NORDIPOX D, a two-
component epoxy resin, to receive a homogenous material 
combination as well as a consistent liner structure in the cured 
state. The pull-in version allows an accurate calculation of the 
resin material and a consistent resin distribution. Its particular 
material composition of glass-fibre, needle-felt, resin and PE 
coating makes it a fully structural liner. It can be therefore be 

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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NORDIPIPE™ is impregnated with the special 
NORDIPOX D epoxy resin on a mobile  
impregnation setup close to the construction 
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Inversion of the calibration hose using low pressure and a 
speed of 3 to 5 m/min via a pressure drum to position the 
main hose in the old pipe. 
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termed a ‘stand-alone pipe’ for the purposes 
of DIN EN ISO 11298 Class A.  

 
THE INSTALLATION PROCESS 
Three construction pits provided access to 
the 328 m long pipe section at a depth of 
3 m beneath a field alongside a main road. 
The installation length of 328 m would  
normally have been no problem. However, 
due to the poor bearing capacity of the 
loamy soil, for weight reasons the liner had 
to be divided into two lengths of 164 m. The 
impregnation process took place on a road 
near the construction site. A long distance 
was needed for the laying out of the liner 
whilst being impregnated using a mobile  
impregnation setup with the impregnated 
liner being directly wound onto a transport 
spool. The main and calibration hose were impregnated with the specially designed NORDIPOX D 
epoxy resin at about 4°C. 

After pipe cleaning, the main hose was gradually drawn into one of the two 164 m long pipe sec-
tions by means of a 20 tonne capacity winch. Afterwards, the calibration hose was inverted with low 
pressure and a speed of 3–5 m/min by means of a pressure drum to position the main hose in the old 
pipe. The hoses were steam cured at a laminate temperature of 70°C and a new stand-alone pipe was 
created within a period of two hours. The insulating PE outer coating of the main hose allowed a 
reduced curing time despite the challenging construction site conditions and the high water level. 

The rehabilitation process was concluded after sealing the four ends of the two 164 m long liner 
sections within two weeks. Following a pressure test, the pilot project for the NORDIPIPE™ pull-in 
liner for a 920 mm diameter pipe was successfully completed. The pipe was put back into 24-hour, 
seven-day operation to supply the city of Shumen safely with drinking water. Website: 
www.sekisuispr.com 

  

PIPELINE REHABILITATION 
For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here 
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Arrival of the calibration hose in the intermediate 
pit. Inset: Smooth inner surface of the finished 
liner with increased hydraulic performance. 
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HAMMERHEAD ANNOUNCES NEW PIPE SPLITTING SYSTEM 

H ammerHead Trenchless Equipment has developed a new 
system for replacing ½ in to 4 in (13 mm to 100 mm) 

diameter natural gas distribution pipe. Used in conjunction 
with HammerHead’s line of cable winches, the patented tool 
string components include expanders, connectors, and splitting 
tools with replaceable hardened-steel blades. The system  
increases production rates for replacing existing runs of PVC, 
HDPE, MDPE and Aldyl-A pipe with new MDPE or HDPE 
pipe.  

HammerHead’s extensive research and development  
conducted in conjunction with contractor and gas company 
field tests produced the modular design.  

HammerHead’s re-engineered tools now allow contractors 
to easily replace worn tooling and choose from a selection of 
cable size and winch options. The integrated swivel design 

eliminates torque on replacement pipe as it is installed during  
pullback. 
HammerHead’s 12 t pulling winch, the HydroGuide HG12 with 
patented, self-deploying downrigger, supports the new process. The 
HG12 simplifies set up and an adjustable boom can be set to the 
required depth without jacking up the machine. A solid,  
dual-capstan design provides a constant pulling force over the entire 
cable length to help reduce cable wear. The bull wheel and  
planetary drive system provide reliable power and control.  

“This new system is much faster than old splitting or  
bursting methods. Its increased productivity makes pipe splitting an 
economical pipe replacement technique.” explained Paul Rogers, 
HammerHead vice president of sales and marketing. 
All winch systems available from HammerHead now include an 

optional ESID system (electrical strike identification device). These systems signal the operator and 
others on the job site of an electrical strike during pullback. An ESID also protects the winch  
operator should the strike occur while operating the machine. Using a cable winch as the static  
pulling device, production time is significantly increased. HammerHead’s splitting process can be 
used to install sleeves to contain individual gas pipes or to install mains and services. It can also be 
used to upsize an existing line to increase its capacity. Website: www.hammerheadtrenchless.com 

ONLINE PIPE REPLACEMENT 
For General Information on Bursting, Reaming, Cracking, Eating and Pulling click here 
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AWARD WINNING GYROBOTIC SURVEY SYSTEM TAKES  
UNDERGROUND MAPPING TO A 
NEW LEVEL   

F or more than 30 years Infotec has pioneered the 
technology of inertial gyroscopic mapping as a 

means of plotting the route and datum level of  
underground pipes, culverts, tunnels and similar 
buried utility infrastructure. Over the last decade, 
the company has developed this solution into the 
UK’s only commercial gyroscopic surveying  
system, known as ‘PipeTrack 3D’. In the process 
Infotec has also built a reputation for delivering 
results in problematic situations where man-entry 
options are unavailable or where the risks are too 
great to consider any alternative methods. Surveys 
can be undertaken at any depth and inside any pipe 
material with the survey capability being unaffected 
by external factors such as temperature variations, 
the earth’s magnetic field or electromagnetic  
interference generated by adjacent utility services. 

Survey capabilities have advanced considerably 
over the past 18 months, particularly with the  
addition of autonomous robotic (ROV) and submersible (SUV) mobilisation capabilities that have 
greatly extended the types of infrastructure and the range of survey that can now be completed. In 
addition, Infotec’s mobilisation platforms allow the simultaneous deployment of a wide range of 
additional surveying technologies such as LiDAR internal laser scanning to build a Cloud-based 
data model or digital replica, which provides a definitive replica of the surveyed structure. The  
gyroscopic capabilities of the system uniquely position each and every point of the survey, with 
point clouds typically recording up to a million individual points of data every second. 

In situations where visibility in impaired, such as beneath dirty water or inside fuel pipelines,  
visual measurement is replaced and acoustic or sonar measurement systems are used. The  
technology has already been utilised to perform surveys inside water-filled culverts with SUV’s 
being used to overcome substantially silted conditions, limitations that prevented any other means of 
survey. 

Furthermore, additional sensors may be added to the system to provide enhanced survey  
capabilities. For example, filtered acoustic sensors may be used to detect leak noise. Water entering 
or leaving a pipe under pressure via a defective joint, crack or fracture, emits a recordable noise. By 
combing these recordings with the image data and the advanced positional information, these new 
techniques provide the most advanced leak detection capabilities. Leak noise may also be detected 
on adjacent pipework, with the noise of an adjacent leaking water main identified whilst surveying a 
sewer or gas main laying in close proximity to the surveyed structure. Temperature and pressure 
sensors can be used to monitor minute changes with the precise XYZ coordinates associated to each 
and every recordable feature or defect. 

The combination of Gyroscopic Mapping, advanced robotic mobilisation platforms and in-pipe or 
in-tunnel LiDAR imaging systems has given birth to an entirely new type of survey, the ‘PipeTrack 
Gyrobotic Survey’. According to Infotec, this delivers what is without question, the most advanced 
underground mapping capability currently available anywhere in the world. However, the ability to 
generate and build an accurate digital replica of underground infrastructure provides only a small 

part of the benefits that will be obtained by using 
this technology. The real benefits are gained 
when any subsequent survey is undertaken. The 
original cloud data acts as a benchmark or  
template which can be used to compare  
subsequent change at any point in the surveyed 
system. Specifically, tailored change recognition 
software, overlays comparable data sets enabling 
automatic flagging of even minute changes. 
Changes may include distortion, deformation, 
delamination or crack progression. Precise  
measurement will remove any requirement for 
third party interpretation and eliminate any risk of 
human error in the survey analysis. 
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The Gyrobotic system mounted on a 
crawler unit. 

The various components of the Gyrobotic  
system. 
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FUTURE BENEFITS 
So what are the benefits and where can this 
technology be utilised. The obvious advantages 
relate to asset owners and the opportunity to 
utilise these surveys to monitor change, to  
enable more effective preventative maintenance 
and to avoid, in the worse cases, potential  
failure. This in turn facilitates the use of the 
technology for pre- and post-condition  
surveying and monitoring during adjacent 
works or operations such as piling or  
excavation. However, the ability to accurately 
position and define the extent and profile of any 
structure also allows work to take place closer 
to adjacent structures than would otherwise 
have been possible. This therefore benefits  
others looking to perform work in close  
proximity to critical underground infrastructure 
or buried utilities. The granting of Build-Over 
Consent or the chance to reduce restrictive  
easements which might blight or limit site  
development will be seen by many as an advantage, particularly as the viability of the structure can 
be monitored continuously, avoiding accidental damage during periods of invasive work.  

The benefits also facilitate more effective use of Trenchless (No-Dig) Technology. The chance to 
use techniques such as Horizontal Directional Drilling or similar moling or tunnelling systems,  
allows remote works to pass under, over or even to connect new lateral branches to existing  
infrastructure, avoiding unnecessary excavation, minimising surface level disruption.  

Step-by-step the data obtained using this latest survey technology adds value to the records for 
underground assets with the data gathered providing the most comprehensive ‘as-built’ survey  
possible, with structures both old and new being surveyed and a time stamped record of condition 
being captured as a reference for future use and comparison. 

Opportunities for the use of the data also extend to enhanced design capabilities. For the first time, 
the data will provide accurate ‘as-built’ information such as localised changes in gradient and  
unrecorded changes in shape or size as a result of repair or modification. This facilitates  
improvements in tasks such as hydraulic modelling and enables more effective improvements for 
projects such as flood prevention or flood alleviation studies.  

On a larger scale, the survey capabilities extend to the transportation infrastructure such as road or 
rail tunnels. Gyrobotic Surveys are already being considered as a fast and effective means of  
recording change in situations where limited access opportunity is afforded for inspection and  
assessment. Where failure could result in a risk to life as a result of the derailment of a fast moving 
train or vehicle, the need to identify change which can be assessed to predict the potential risk of 
failure is even greater.  

However, the capabilities devised for one sector ultimately benefits others, to a greater or lesser 
extent. Gyrobotic Surveying although in its infancy is in fact an amalgamation of several mature 
technologies. The opportunities are therefore, according to Infotec, unlimited, with new challenges 
to be met with further developments that will undoubtedly follow. 

David Pitt, managing director of Infotec also commented: “The idea of the Gyrobotic Survey is 
something we have been developing for some time now. It now has the capacity to meet survey  
demands that previously could not be met whilst potentially providing such a vast array of data that 

we may yet find that we still have 
not completely understood just 
how effective this may be for the 
future, even given the expanded 
usage of the data in completed 
surveys. What has also been 
pleasing is that the technique was 
recently awarded the ‘UKSTT 
Product Innovation Award for 
2013’. This is a major recognition 
of our company’s efforts in  
expanding survey capabilities.” 
Website: www.infotec1.net 
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Output from a LiDar survey. Inset: A culvert 
survey output after using Gyrobotic and LiDar 
systems. 

Typical results from a sub-
merged survey run. 
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AKKERMAN P250D POWER PACK FOR GBM SYSTEMS 

N ew to the market, the robust Akkerman P250D 
power pack provides plenty of hydraulic  

power to operate the Akkerman GBM 4815A  
jacking frame and larger diameter GBM tooling, 
whilst incorporating many ease of use and safety 
features. 

The P250D houses a 250 HP (186 kW) engine to 
match the hydraulic requirements of Akkerman’s 
largest jacking frame with the engine supply to  
install up to 48 in (1,219 mm) o.d. pipe. The 
P250D’s six-cylinder diesel engine is liquid-cooled. 
The 25 gpm (95 l/min) cooling circuit makes  
efficient use of hydraulic oil, maintains low  
operating temperatures and requires less  
power. Three load sense, variable piston pumps 
offer independent operation for jacking, rotation 
and PCH operation at 0-60 gpm (0-227 l/min). The 
engine’s electric block heater assists starting in cold 
climates. 

The P250D’s power unit assembly is fully  
operational inside or outside of the container. The power unit assembly can be extended from the 
container for optimal access to the engine, hose reels, pumps, fluid reservoirs and gauges. With the 
doors open, operators can walk through to the pilot tube accessories storage area on the container’s 
wall. The assembly includes 50 ft (15 m) hydraulic hose sets for jacking frame connections along 
with a remote control pendant for in-shaft operation. 

The P250D is the first of its kind to introduce universal, hydraulic quick disconnect hose  
connections. The disconnect collars house bearings so the hose can swivel under load pressure, 
therefore eliminating twisting. The quick disconnects reduce set-up time by 70% due to their unique 
two-turn/two-start thread connection. 

The P250D includes numerous safety features. An e-stop control button is easily accessible from 
the operational end of the unit and when on, is illuminated for clear visibility in low light. Interior 
lights shine on the engine, oil reservoir and main doors. The main pump valve features a safety 
switch, allowing for engine start-up only when the valve is in the full open position. When in  
operation with the doors closed, the engine’s 70dB level meets Tier III standards. Air for the  
radiator is drawn from the top of the unit forcing engine noise upwards, which also contributes to 
the unit’s quiet operation. The P250D is compatible with all Akkerman GBM jacking frames and 
accessory tooling. 

For over four decades, Akkerman has manufactured distinctive microtunnelling, pipe jacking,  
tunnelling and guided boring equipment. Website: www.akkerman.com 

 
 

SUCCESS WITH PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS FOR MCELROY 
A new product by McElroy called the QuickCamp™  

System was successfully tested recently at a jobsite in  
Canada, attracting area contractors and engineers who  
travelled there to get a first-hand look at the unique shelter 
and pipe-handling system at work. 

The QuickCamp, designed to protect the pipe fusion  
operator and fusion joints from outside conditions, became 
available just as Knibb Developments was beginning  
construction on a 10 km wastewater pipeline through the 
city of Red Deer using large-diameter, high-density  
polyethylene (HDPE) pipe. 

Jason and Diane Knibb used the QuickCamp on the 
jobsite in May 2014 and found it to be the perfect  
application for fusing up to 36 in (900 mm ) diameter pipe.  

“We were able to set up the laydown yard, fusing  
equipment and the MegaMc® PolyHorse® to complete a 
3,300 m (11,000 ft) stretch of 800 mm (32 in) diameter 
HDPE. This process was completed in 20 days, a noticeable 
increase in productivity.” said Diane Knibb. 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES  
& SERVICES 

For General Information on Support Equipment & Accessories click here 
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Portable tents are typically used on 
jobsites when pipe is being fused. But 
tents are a challenge when it comes to 
climate control and wind. The 
QuickCamp is a lighted, insulated  
shelter with heating and air-conditioning 
and patent-pending pipe seals, which 
creates a much more workable  
environment. 

“Despite our best efforts the wind 
blows right through the tent. It is not a 
very secure structure and it does not 
have a hard floor. We usually have to 
build a floor.” said Jason Knibb. 
“Working in the QuickCamp is like 
working in a laboratory.” 

The Knibb’s distributor, A.H. 
McElroy in Edmonton, provided the 
onsite technical expertise and answered queries from contractors and engineers who travelled to the 
jobsite to see the QuickCamp System perform first-hand. 

“Past experience has shown us that fusion projects take far longer to complete in cold, inclement 
weather. The QuickCamp ensures project performance is maintained regardless of outside  
influences,” said Ian Powell, president of A.H. McElroy. 

Knibb’s operator fused pipe within the QuickCamp on a McElroy 900 carriage. Sticks of pipe 
were guided and aligned through the shelter by remote control from the MegaMc® PolyHorse® and 
MegaMc Rollers which are a series of pipe racks and hydraulically-powered pipe stands strong 
enough to hold the amount of pipe fused in a day.    

Deploying the QuickCamp, which arrived as a 20 ft by 8 ft (6 m x 2.5 m) cargo container, was 
also a unique process. It was easily unfolded into a 21 ft 8 in by 24 ft 7 in (7.5 m x 7.5 m) shelter 
which also has room for an office, break room or storage. 

“We think it is a good product and will become the standard for fusing equipment in the future.” 
Diane Knibb said.  

The project has a number of environmentally sensitive areas, including a natural gas facility, 
where they are using HDD. The total length of HDD is approximately 1,500 m. The longest shot is 
250 m. Website: www.mcelroy.com/quickcamp 

Further to this McElroy has announced that it to bring wireless capability to the DataLogger® 5 
which gives pipe fusion operators the ability to upload data to the DataLogger Vault™ where it can 
be reviewed and analysed in real-time from anywhere in the world. 

Fusion data can now be uploaded instantly from the field via Wi-Fi or cellular phone and reviewed 
and analysed the same day. Fusion operators no longer have to physically connect the DataLogger to 
a PC to extract the information, a process that some operators may delay for days or even weeks 
after the fusion joints are made which is usually too late to easily address any potential concerns.  

“Data logging is being required on more and more jobsites to verify pipeline integrity. We are 
happy to offer tools that allow fusion operators to do this as easily and efficiently as possible.” said 
McElroy CEO Chip McElroy.  

The wireless feature takes advantage of in-field connectivity to provide many benefits such as 
expedited work flow, real-time oversight on the job and real-time joint analysis. 

McElroy launched the latest-generation DataLogger 5 and the DataLogger Vault software  
application last year to provide users with the most up-to-date quality assurance tools. The  
DataLogger records and documents the key parameters of the pipe fusion process. In addition to full 

support for Wi-Fi and cellular networks, its features  
include GPS stamping, barcode scanning and a 5MP 
camera.  

The Vault is a free online application offered to anyone 
who rents, owns or uses a McElroy DataLogger version 
3, 4 or 5. It allows users to view and analyse joint data 
from almost any device and is sorted by jobsite, device 
serial number, operator ID, machine ID or machine  
model. Website: www.mcelroy.com/datalogger 

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES  
& SERVICES 

For General Information on Support Equipment & Accessories click here 
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The McElroy DataLogger® 5 system which now offers 
wireless capability. 

Detail of the DataLogger® 5 unit. 
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UKSTT NEWS 
UKSTT - MASTERS OF TRENCHLESS 
NO Dig Live 2014 will mark the start of a new initiative for UKSTT.  

Running every day there will be a ‘FREE’ late morning mini master class. 
Using the new UKSTT university outreach ‘key’ or pen drive of material 
supplemented by personal additional information and facts every day will 
have a different flavour or focus.  

Industry experts will delivery these classes in an adjacent lecture room, free 
of charge to pre-registered delegates. So if you are interested and want to 
save money pick your topic of special interest and register on line at ‘No Dig 
Live 2014’. Website: www.nodiglive.co.uk  

The sessions are intended as taster sessions for delegates as UKSTT  
develops a planned programme of private and public master classes for 
2014/2015. 

So register and make a note in your diary for No Dig Live 2014 – Tuesday 16 to Thursday 18 September at the East of England 
Show ground near Peterborough. 

Programme of classes starts with ‘Investigation and Pipeline Condition Assessment’ on Tuesday 16 September, followed by 
‘New Installation of cables and pipes’ on Day 2 and ‘Rehabilitation and relining’ on Thursday 18 September.  

‘Investigation and Pipeline Condition Assessment’ will provide an overview of technologies for surveying the underground 
space and determining the condition of existing pipes.  

As well as widely used techniques such as ‘C.A.T. and Genny’ and CCTV, this session will also provide an introduction to 
ground penetrating radar, sonar, laser, multi-sensor robots, non-destructive pipe wall thickness measurements, leak detection, and 
indirect condition assessment techniques such as stray current measurement and coating defect surveys. 

This is because prior to selecting the most appropriate method to install or rehabilitate a pipeline it is important to gain an  
understanding of its current condition and to investigate the ground surrounding it and the location of other nearby utilities.  

New installation of cables and pipes and the range of trenchless techniques for installing new underground pipes and cable will 
be discussed in this session. Ranging from installing small pipes or cables using impact moles or pipe bursting techniques to  
constructing long distance submarine pipes with large directional drilling rigs the session will include various aspects of pipe 
jacking, microtunnelling, pipe ramming and guided auger boring. 

Finally, the Rehabilitation and relining session on Day 3 will focus on one of the earliest methods of relining sewers, cured in 
place pipe (CIPP) which was invented in 1971 and has since been used to rehabilitate thousands of kilometres of pipeline. The 
technique has since undergone several developments and is now available in many different forms.  

Similarly, conventional slip lining has been improved through the development of materials and techniques to provide a variety 
of tight fit structural linings for pressure pipes.  

Various materials have also been developed for the spray application of a thin internal lining to a pipeline. This range of  
techniques will be described and their specific advantages and disadvantages discussed. 
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TRENCHLESS ASIA Announces Move To Malaysia for 2016 

T he Seventh TRENCHLESS ASIA was held alongside Singapore 
Water Week (SIWW) in Singapore, between 2 and 4 June. This was 

the second event held in conjunction with SIWW which, combined with 
World Cities Summit and CleanEnviro Summit recorded a combined 
attendance of some 20,000 visitors from 118 countries.  

This was also the second time TRENCHLESS ASIA has been held in 
conjunction with SIWW and was strategically positioned to present 
trenchless technology to existing practitioners, as well as introducing 
the products and services to global leaders from the public and private 
sectors seeking to expand their knowledge of environmentally friendly techniques. 

Some 45 companies were represented in the TRENCHLESS ASIA Pavilion. This included  
national stands from Singapore, presented by the Singapore Society for Trenchless Technology 
(SgSTT) and from Germany, headed by the GSTT. Individual companies were represented from 
Europe, North America, China and India.   

“It is apparent that the majority of our exhibitors have made good contacts during SIWW this 
year.” commented Paul Harwood, Sales Director of organisers Westrade Group Ltd. “There is no 
doubt that SIWW attracts a high calibre of water industry personnel from around the world.  
Trenchless Asia’s objective is to raise awareness of trenchless technologies to various Asian cities.  
Trenchless Asia was first held in Singapore in 1995 and has subsequently been held in Hong Kong 
and Shanghai. We are pleased to announce we will be returning to a stand alone event to be held in 
Kuala Lumpur. We are delighted to have the support of local exhibitors and government personnel 
in Kuala Lumpur and we are looking forward to presenting our next event in Malaysia in 2016.” 

Full information on TRENCHLESS ASIA 2016 is expected to be announced later this year and 
will be posted to the Website: www.trenchlessasia.com 

 
 

NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2014 – FINAL PROGRAMME ANNOUNCED 

T he second international NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA Conference and Exhibition will take place 
in Pretoria between 29 and 30 July 2014 at the CSIR Convention Centre. The Early Bird Regis-

tration, offering attractive discounts on the full registration fee is available until 4 July. 
The NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA conference programme will feature the ISTT Trenchless  

Masterclass, presented by international experts, Dec Downey and Sam Ariaratnam, both past  
chairmen of ISTT. Day one will major on New Construction and Day two will focus on  
Rehabilitation. 

Complementing the Masterclass will be a number of case study presentations to highlight  
successful projects in both areas. On Day 1 Neil van Rooyen of TT Innovations will describe a  
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recently completed project for the Du Noon Pump station in Cape Town which utilised pipe  
ramming to install two large diameter steel pipelines below a heavily trafficked dual land roadway.  
Following this, Tuomas Lasheikki  of  Geonex from Finland will give a history on Scandinavian job 
sites where down the hole horizontal drilling has been used in rocky conditions. 

Frank Stevens of Herrenknecht and Montso Lebitsa of Hatch Goba will combine to elaborate on 
the some selected sewer project case studies including the Point Road Mahatma Ghandi Road sewer 
extension project in Durban. 

On Day 2, Alaster Goyns will focus on sewer deterioration and rehabilitation considerations for 
choosing appropriate rehabilitation techniques. Following this, Marco Camarda of Trenchless  
Technologies will give a paper on the winning ISTT Project in 2012 which was the spiral wound 
piping technologies, the challenges faced and how they were overcome. 

Alongside the conference will be an exhibition of products and services presented by an  
international line up of exhibitors. In addition to South African suppliers, vendors will be  
represented from Australia, Finland, Germany and Italy. South African engineers attending the  
conference will be awarded CPD points. 

The full conference programme and registration information is to be found on the event website: 
www.nodigsouthafrica.com 

 
 

ISTT MASTERCLASS KOREA 

T he second event in the 2014 ISTT SUMMIT/MASTERCLASS 
programmes was held in Korea between 10 and 11 June. 

The event was hosted by the Korean Institute of Construction  
Technology (KICT) and more than 100 delegates signed up to attend 
the two day Masterclass which featured in depth presentations from Dr 
Sam Ariaratnam and De Dec Downey, introducing trenchless  
technologies to the local market. 

Sponsoring the event were Vermeer, Saertex, Hammerhead,  
Insituform and Nodig Tube, Inc which also contributed to the pro-
gramme by presenting case studies. 

ISTT’s Chairman, Derek Choi welcomed delegates to the event and 
afterwards commented: “The ISTT Summit/Masterclass Series is  
proving to be extremely beneficial in our mission to promote the benefits of trenchless technology to 
countries that are not so advanced in adopting these environmentally friendly techniques. This event 
in Korea has proved that many engineers in the local market are keen to expand their knowledge of 
the products and equipment available and we are delighted to have had good discussions as a result 
of the presentations.” 

The 2014 ISTT Summit programme also presented an event in Vietnam in March this year and 
there are plans to hold Summits in Manila and Jakarta in 2015. Website: www.westrade.co.uk 

 
 

INTERNATIONAL NO-DIG MADRID 2014 REGISTRATION OPEN 

R egistration is now open for the ISTT's 32nd annual  
International No-Dig Conference and Exhibition, which is 

taking place in Madrid, Spain between 13 and 15 October this 
year at the IFEMA Convention Centre and delegates are now 
invited to sign up via the website: www.nodigmadrid.com  

The ISTT conference has a reputation for presenting a top 
quality conference featuring a variety of papers on innovative 
techniques from around the world. The 2014 conference will 
be no exception with more than 50 papers from some 20  
countries included in the programme. In addition to the  
international programme, there will be a stream dedicated to 
case study papers which will be delivered in Spanish and 
aimed at the local market. 

Hosted by the Iberian Society for Trenchless Technology (IbSTT), the exhibition and conference 
is attracting significant interest from municipalities and utility organisations in Spain and countries 
in nearby Europe who will, for the first time, have the opportunity of seeing a major international 
exhibition of equipment and products displayed by companies from around the world. IbSTT is also 
presenting an impressive display of products and services supplied by the Spanish market through 
its own Pavilion, featuring some 12 companies.   

Other countries represented at the exhibition include Germany and China who will also present 
country Pavilions, as well as individual bookings already received from UK, USA, Russia,  
Australia, Italy and Denmark.  
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2014 
July 29-30 
NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA Conference and Exhibition - 
Pretoria, South Africa. 
Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

August 28-31 
No-Dig Turkey 2014 - Istanbul, Turkey. 
Details from: www.nodigturkey.com 
 

15-17 September 
Tunneling Short Course - Boulder, USA 
Details from: www.csmspace.com/events/tunneling/ 
 

September 16-18 NOTE NEW VENUE 
No-Dig Live 2014 - Peterborough, UK  
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

October 13-15 
International No-Dig 2014 - Madrid, Spain. 
Details from: www.nodigmadrid.com 

 
2015 
March 24-27  
NO DIG BERLIN - Berlin, Germany.  
Details from: www.nodigberlin.com 
 

September 28-30 
No-Dig Istanbul 2015 - Istanbul, Turkey. 
Details from: www.nodigistanbul.com 
 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would 
like to add it to this listing please forward details to: 
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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